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Abstract

We present a framework that produces sentence-level summa-
rizations of videos containing complex human activities that
can be implemented as part of the Robot Perception Control
Unit (RPCU). This is done via: 1) detection of pertinent ob-
jects in the scene: tools and direct-objects, 2) predicting ac-
tions guided by a large lexical corpus and 3) generating the
most likely sentence description of the video given the detec-
tions. We pursue an active object detection approach by fo-
cusing on regions of high optical flow. Next, an iterative EM
strategy, guided by language, is used to predict the possible
actions. Finally, we model the sentence generation process as
a HMM optimization problem, combining visual detections
and a trained language model to produce a readable descrip-
tion of the video. Experimental results validate our approach
and we discuss the implications of our approach to the RPCU
in future applications.

Introduction
Robot perception has been a well researched problem both
in Robotics and Artificial Intelligence. In this paper, we
focus on the visual perception problem: how can one en-
able a robot to make sense of its visual environment. Dur-
ing the past few years, with the development of statistical
machine learning techniques, several data-driven detection
methods were used as a basic Robot Perception Unit (RPU)
– a place in the robot’s Operating System (OS) that performs
visual processing such as detecting/recognizing objects, ac-
tions and scenes.

Figure 1: Overview of the proposed robot perception system,
which includes the bottom-layer inputs module, RPCU (in
the dashed box) and the top-layer output module.

This RPU, however, is lacking in some aspects, more
specifically in providing high-level information concerning
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the visual input. A more sophisticated RPU should be able
to 1) fuse (noisy) information from various sensors and pro-
cessing inputs, 2) perform inference and predictions and 3)
eventually generate a useful output or command that show
that the robot has truly perceived the world with all its com-
plexity and richness. From a systems point of view, this
represents a further step of refinement over the basic RPU:
where we endow it with a control unit which we will term as
the Robot Perception Control Unit (RPCU) in the rest of the
paper. From Fig. 1, we see that the RPCU is the central com-
ponent of the overall Robotic Perception System, consisting
of a bottom-layer that feeds it with input detections (visual,
sonar or inertial etc.), and a top-layer that uses the outputs of
the RPCU to perform other tasks (feedback or response). In
this paper, we focus on the RPCU’s design and implementa-
tion specifically for video inputs of human actions.

There are obviously numerous ways to realize the RPCU,
all which entail numerous challenges. The most crucial chal-
lenge is grounding the visual inputs to semantically mean-
ingful units: getting from a patch of pixel values to iden-
tifying the object itself. We show that by adding language,
learned from a large generic corpus, we are able to produce a
reasonable grounding that enables the RPCU to handle noisy
detections and make reasonable predictions. Our proposed
framework for the RPCU contains the following key novel
elements (summarized in Fig. 1):

• Using Language: we use language as a prior in guiding the
RPCU so as to handle noisy inputs and make reasonable
predictions. We believe this approach mimics how we as
humans perceive the world, where vast amounts of high-
level knowledge acquired over our lives allows us to infer
and recognize complex visual inputs. This knowledge is
encoded in various forms, of which language is clearly the
most predominant. Language manifests itself in the form
of text which is also extremely accessible from various
large research corpora.

• Information Fusion: we use current state of the art ob-
ject detectors to detect hands, tools and direct-objects
(objects that are manipulated by the tool) as initial hy-
pothesis to predict actions in an iterative manner using
an Expectation-Maximization (EM) formulation, with the
noisy visual detections supporting the (equally noisy) pro-
posed action model.
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• Sentence (Output) Generation: the proposed RPCU is able
to generate a human-readable sentence that summarizes
the visual inputs that it has received, essentially ground-
ing the visual inputs to a high-level semantic description.
This is achieved by modeling the sentence generation pro-
cess as a Hidden Markov Model (HMM) and perform-
ing Viterbi decoding to produce the most likely sentence,
given the visual detections and a language model. Such
summaries are extremely useful and can be used by fur-
ther downstream modules for further processing, analysis,
storage or even enable the robot to interact with us in a
more natural way (via speech).

We first describe how the hand, tool and direct-objects are
detected actively. We then describe how the three key el-
ements of the proposed RPCU described above are imple-
mented and combined. We validate the proposed RPCU
by generating sentence-level summarizations of input test
videos containing daily human activities. Finally, we con-
clude with a discussion of the results and its implications for
robotic perception in general.

Hand, Tool and Object Detections

Active object detection strategy

We pursue the following active strategy as illustrated in
Fig. 2 for detecting relevant tools and direct-objects ni ∈ N
from the input video, md ∈ M . M is the set of all videos
considered and N1 ⊂ N and N2 ⊂ N are the sets of possi-
ble tools and direct-objects respectively with N as the set
of all objects considered. First, a trained person detector
(Felzenszwalb et al. 2010) is used to determine the location
of the human actor in the video frame. The location of the
face is also detected using (Viola and Jones 2004). Optical
flow is then computed (Brox, Bregler, and Malik 2009) and
we focus on human regions which have the highest flow, in-
dicating the potential locations of the hands. We then apply
a variant of a CRF-based color segmentation (Rother, Kol-
mogorov, and Blake 2004) using a trained skin color+flow
model to segment the hand-like regions which are moving.
This is justified by the fact that the moving hand is in con-
tact with the tool that we want to identify. In some cases,
the face may be detected (since it may be moving) but they
are removed using the face detector results. We then apply
a trained object detector (Schwartz et al. 2009) near the de-
tected active hand region that returns a detection score at
each video frame. In order to detect the direct-object, we
compute the midpoint of the two hand regions where the
direct-object is likely to be found and applied same trained
object detector as above to determine the direct-object’s
identity. Averaging out the detection yields PI(ni|md), the
probability that a tool or direct-object ni exists given the
video md. Specially for tools, we denote PI(N1|M) as the
set of likelihood scores over all tools in N1 and all videos in
M .

This active approach has two important benefits. By fo-
cusing our processing only on the relevant regions of the
video frame, we dramatically reduce the chance that the ob-
ject detector will misfire. At the same time, by detecting the
hand locations, we obtain immediately the action trajectory,

Figure 2: Overview of the tool detection strategy: (1) Opti-
cal flow is first computed from the input video frames. (2)
We train a CRF segmentation model based on optical flow
+ skin color. (3) Guided by the flow computations, we seg-
ment out hand-like regions (and removed faces if necessary)
to obtain the hand regions that are moving (the active hand
that is holding the tool). (4) The active hand region is where
the tool is localized. Using the PLS detector (5), we compute
a detection score for the presence of a tool. Direct object de-
tection follows a similar strategy (see text).

which is used to describe the action as shown in the next
section.

Action features

Tracking the hand regions in the video provides us with two
sets of (left and right) hand trajectories as shown in Fig. 3.
We then construct for every video a feature vector Fd that
encodes the hand trajectories. Fd encodes the frequency and
velocity components. Frequency is encoded by using the
first 4 real components of the 1D Fourier Transform in both
the x and y directions, fx, fy , which gives a 16-dim vec-
tor over both hands. Velocity is encoded by averaging the
difference in hand positions between two adjacent frames
〈δx〉, 〈δy〉 which gives a 4-dim vector. These features are
then combined to yield a 20-dim vector Fd.

Figure 3: Detected hand trajectories. x and y coordinates are
denoted as red and blue curves respectively.

We denote FM as the set of of action features Fd over all
videos in M .

The Robot Perception Control Unit

The Language Model

The first key component of the RPCU is the language model
that predicts the most likely verb (action) that is associated
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with a noun (tool or direct-object) trained from a large text
corpus: the English Gigaword (Graff 2003). We view the Gi-
gaword Corpus as a large text resource that contains the in-
formation we need to make correct predictions of actions
given the detected tools from the video and the associated
direct-object given the action. Denoting vj ∈ V as an ac-
tion label from the set of admissible actions V , we train two
related language models. The first model returns the max-
imum likelihood estimates of an action vj given the tool
ni ∈ N1: PL(vj |ni), and the second model returns the most-
likely direct-object ni ∈ N2 given the action vj : PL(ni|vj).
This can be done by counting the number of times vj co-
occurs with ni in a sentence:

PL(vj |ni) =
#(vj , ni)∑

i #(ni)
,PL(ni|vj) =

#(vj , ni)∑
j #(vj)

(1)

Figure 4: The Gigaword co-occurrence matrix for tools and
predicted actions.

Fig. 4 shows the set of the |N1|×|V | co-occurrence matrix
of likelihood scores over all tools and actions considered in
the experiments, denoted as PL(V |N1).

Information Fusion: Predicting Actions

Given the noisy video detections described in the previous
section, the second key capability of the proposed RPCU
is to combine them in some reasonable manner, using the
trained language model to predict the action that is occur-
ring. Formally, our goal is to label each video with their most
likely action, along with the tool1 that is associated with the
action using an EM formulation. That is, we want to maxi-
mize the likelihood:

L(D;A) = EP(A)[L(D|A)]

= EP(A)[logP(FM ,PI(·),PL(·)|A)] (2)

where A is the current (binary) action label assignments of
the videos (see eq. (3)). D is the data computed from the
video that consists of: 1) the language model PL(·) that pre-
dicts an action given the detected tool, 2) the tool detection
model PI(·) and 3) the action features, FM , associated with
the video.

We first define the latent assignment variable A. To sim-
plify our notations, we will use subscripts to denote tools
i = ni, actions j = vj and videos d = md. For each i ∈ N1,

1Direct-objects can be used as well but are not considered here.

j ∈ V , d ∈ M , Aijd indicates whether an action j is per-
formed using tool i during video clip d.

Aijd =

{
1 j is performed using i during d
0 otherwise (3)

and A is a 3D indicator matrix over all tools, actions and
videos. Denoting the parameters of the model as C = {Cj}
which specifies the grounding of each action j, we seek to
determine from eq. (2) the maximum likelihood parameter:

C∗ = argmax
C

∑
A

L(D, A|C) (4)

Where,
L(D, A|C) = logP (D, A|C)

= logP (A|D, C)P (D|C) (5)
with the data D comprised of the tool detection likelihoods
PI(N1|M), the tool-action likelihoods PL(V |N1) and ac-
tion features FM under the current model parameters C. Ge-
ometrically, we can view C as the superset of the |V | action
label centers that defines our current grounding of each ac-
tion j in the action feature space.

Using these centers, we can write the assignment given
each video d, tool i and action j, P (Aijd|D, C) as:

P(Aijd = 1|D, C) = PI(i|d)PL(j|i)Pen(d|j) (6)
where Pen(d|j) is an exemplar-based likelihood function
defined between the associated action feature of video d, Fd

and the current model parameter for action j, Cj as:

Pen(d|j) = 1

Z
exp−||Fd−Cj ||2 (7)

where Z is a normalization factor. What eq. (7) encodes is
the penalty that we score against the assignment when there
is a large mismatch between Fd and Cj , the cluster center of
action j.

Rewriting eq. (6) over all videos M , tools N1 and actions
V we have:
P(A = 1|D, C) = PI(N1|M)PL(V |N1)Pen(FM |C) (8)
where we use the set variables to represent the full data
and assignment model parameters. In the derivation that fol-
lows, we will simplify P(A = 1|D, C) as P(A = 1) and
P(A = 0) = 1− P(A = 1). We detail the Expectation and
Maximization steps in the following sections.

Expectation step We compute the expectation of the la-
tent variable A, denoted by W , according to the probability
distribution of A given our current model parameters C and
data (PI , PL, and FM ):

W = EP(A)[A]

= P(A = 1)× 1 + (1− P(A = 1))× 0

= P(A = 1) (9)
According to Eq. 6, the expectation of A is:
W = P(A = 1) ∝ PI(N1|M)PL(V |N1)Pen(FM |C) (10)
Specifically, for each i ∈ N1, j ∈ V, d ∈ M :

Wijd ∝ PI(i)PL(j|i)Pen(d|j) (11)
Here, W is a |N1|×|V |×|M | matrix. Note that the constant
of proportionality does not matter because it cancels out in
the Maximization step.
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Maximization step The maximization step seeks to find
the updated parameters Ĉ that maximize eq. (5) with respect
to P(A):

Ĉ = argmax
C

EP(A)[logP(A|D, C)P(D|C)] (12)

Where D = PI ,PL, FM . EM replaces P(A) with its ex-
pectation W . As A,PI ,PL are independent of the model
parameters C, we can simplify eq. (12) to:

Ĉ = argmax
C

P(FM |C)

= argmax
C

⎛
⎝−

∑
i,j,d

Wijd||Fd − Cj ||2
⎞
⎠ (13)

where we had replaced P(FM |C) with eq. (7) since the
relationship between FM and C is the penalty function
Pen(FM |C). This enables us to define a target maximiza-
tion function as F(C) =

∑
i,j,d Wijd||Fd − Cj ||2.

According to the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker conditions, we can
solve the maximization problem by the following constraint:

∂F

∂C = −2
∑
i,j,d

(Wijd(Fd − Cj)) = 0 (14)

Thus, for each j ∈ V , we have:

Ĉj =
∑

i∈N1,j∈V,d∈M WijdFd∑
i∈N1,j∈V,d∈M Wijd

(15)

We then update C = Ĉ within each iteration until conver-
gence.

Action Prediction Using the learned model C∗, the con-
ditional probability distribution of each action j given the
input video d, PI(j|d), can be computed by:

Z =
∑
j∈V

∑
i∈N1

(
PI(i|d)PL(j|i)Pen(Ft|C∗

j )
)

PI(j|d) =
∑

i∈N1

(
PI(i|d)PL(j|i)Pen(Ft|C∗

j )
)

Z (16)

where Ft is the action features extracted from d and C∗
j is

the jth action center from the learned model. Replacing our
short-hand notations for vj = j and d = md, the pdf com-
puted above is denoted as PI(vj |md).

Sentence Generation

The final key component of the proposed RPCU is to gener-
ate a reasonable sentence that summarizes the input video.
In order to do this we define the sentence to be generated in
terms of its core components by a triplet, T = {n1, v, n2}
where n1 ∈ N1, n2 ∈ N2 refer to any tools and direct-
objects detected previously from the input video m with v
as the predicted action label from the EM formulation de-
scribed above. We have dropped all subscripts i, j, d as we
are not concerned with any particular object, action or video
here. Using T , we generate a sentence that summarizes the
input video using a pre-defined sentence template.

Given the computed conditional probabilities: PI(n1|m),
PI(n2|m) and PI(v|m) (eq. (16)) which are observations
from the input video with the parameters of the trained lan-
guage model: PL(v|n1),PL(n2|v) (eq. (1)), we seek to find
the most likely sentence structure T ∗ = (n1, v, n2) by:

T ∗ = argmax
n1,v,n2

P(T |n1, v, n2)

= argmax
n1,v,n2

{PI(n1|m)PI(n2|m)PI(v|m)×

PL(v|n1)PL(n2|v)} (17)

where the last equality holds by assuming independence be-
tween the visual detections and corpus predictions. Obvi-
ously a brute force approach to try all possible combinations
to maximize eq. (17) will not be feasible due to the poten-
tially large number of possible combinations. A better solu-
tion is needed.

Figure 5: The HMM used for optimizing T . The relevant
transition and emission probabilities are also shown. See text
for more details.

Our proposed strategy is to pose the optimization of T as
a dynamic programming problem, akin to a Hidden Markov
Model (HMM) where the hidden states are related to the sen-
tence structure we seek: T , and the emissions are related to
the observed detections: {n1, v, n2} in the video if they ex-
ist. The hidden states are therefore denoted as: {N1, V, N2}

Tools n1 ∈ N1 Actions v ∈ V Direct-objects n2 ∈ N2

’towel’ ’knife’

’fork’ ’spoon’

’clean’ ’cut’

’toss’

’table’ ’cheese’

’tomato’ ’salad’

Table 1: The set of tools, actions and direct-objects consid-
ered.

with values taken from their respective word classes from
Table 1. The emission states are {n1,v,n2} with binary val-
ues: 1 if the detections occur or 0 otherwise. The full HMM
is summarized in Fig. 5. The rationale for using a HMM is
that we can reuse all previous computation of the probabili-
ties at each level to compute the required probabilities at the
current level. From START, we assume all tool detections
are equiprobable: P(N1|START) = 1

|N1| . At each N1, the
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HMM emits a detection from the video and by independence
we have: P(n1|N1) = PI(n1|m). After N1, the HMM tran-
sits to the corresponding verb at state V with P(V|N1) =
PL(v|n1) obtained from the first language model. Similarly,
V has emissions P(v|V) = PI(v|m). The HMM then tran-
sits from V to N2with P(N2|V) = PL(n2|v) computed from
the second language model which emits the direct-object de-
tection score from the video: P(n2|N2) = PI(n2|m).

Comparing the HMM with eq. (17), one can see that all
the corpus and detection probabilities are accounted for in
the transition and emission probabilities respectively. Opti-
mizing T is then equivalent to finding the best (most likely)
path through the HMM given the video observations using
the Viterbi algorithm which can be done significantly faster
than the naive approach.

The computed T ∗ is then used to generate a sentence of
the form V-N2-N1 which represents the generation tem-
plate common in standard language generation work. To
form readable sentences, standard English grammar rules
and syntax are used to ensure that the words produced are
grammatically and syntactically coherent – for example, we
impose that V be of the present gerund form, and the prepo-
sition {with} is the only admissible preposition used with
N1, the tool. We show in the experiment section that this
simple approach is sufficient for the RPCU to generate con-
cise sentences that summarizes the videos.

Related Works
The proposed RPCU combines two important computational
problems: action recognition and sentence generation and
solves them in an integrated manner guided by language. As
such, related works spans both the Computer Vision (action
recognition) and Computational Linguistics (sentence gen-
eration) domains.

Action recognition research spans a long history. Com-
prehensive reviews of recent state of the art can be found
in (Turaga et al. 2008; Weinland, Ronfard, and Boyer 2010;
Lopes et al. ). Most of the focus was on studying human
actions that were characterized by movement and change
of posture, such as walking, running, jumping etc. Our ap-
proach is more closely related to the use of language for
object detection and image annotation. With advances on
textual processing and detection, several works recently fo-
cused on using sources of data readily available “in the wild”
to analyze static images. The seminal work of (Duygulu
et al. 2002) showed how nouns can provide constraints
that improve image segmentation. (Gupta and Davis 2008)
(and references herein) added prepositions to enforce spa-
tial constraints in recognizing objects from segmented im-
ages. (Berg et al. 2004) processed news captions to discover
names associated with faces in the images, and (Jie, Caputo,
and Ferrari 2009) extended this work to associate poses de-
tected from images with the verbs in the captions. Some
studies also considered dynamic scenes. (Cour et al. 2008)
studied the aligning of screen plays and videos, (Laptev et
al. 2008) learned and recognized simple human movement
actions in movies, and (Gupta, Kembhavi, and Davis 2009)
studied how to automatically label videos using a composi-
tional model based on AND-OR-graphs that was trained on

the highly structured domain of baseball videos The work
of (Farhadi et al. 2010) attempts to “generate” sentences by
first learning from a set of human annotated examples, and
producing the same sentence if both images and sentence
share common properties in terms of their triplets: (Nouns-
Verbs-Scenes). No attempt was made to generate novel sen-
tences from images beyond what has been annotated by hu-
mans.

Natural language generation (NLG) is a long-standing
problem. Classic approaches (Traum, Fleischman, and Hovy
2003) are based on three steps: selection, planning and real-
ization. A common challenge in generation problems is the
question of: what is the input? Recently, approaches for gen-
eration have focused on formal specification inputs, such as
the output of theorem provers (McKeown 2009) or databases
(Golland, Liang, and Klein 2010). Most of the effort in those
approaches has focused on selection and realization. We ad-
dress a tangential problem that has not received much at-
tention in the generation literature: how to deal with noisy
inputs. In our case, the inputs themselves are often uncer-
tain (due to misrecognitions by object/scene detectors) and
the content selection and realization needs to take this un-
certainty into account.

Experiments

In order to validate the proposed RPCU, we extracted 24
video clips from a subset of the POETICON video dataset2
of four everyday scenarios: 1) Clean table with towel, 2)
Cut cheese with knife, 3) Cut tomato with knife, and 4)
Toss salad with fork and spoon. Each scenario have 6 video
clips of the action performed by 2 different pairs of actors
(3 videos per pair), with intraclass variations in the loca-
tion and appearance of the tools, and how the actions are
performed by the actors in the videos. There are also mul-
tiple actions occurring at the same time, which makes this
dataset extremely challenging with occlusions and constant
human interactions. All the videos evaluated are taken from
the same viewpoint.

We first detected the tools and direct-objects n1 and n2 ac-
tively and extracted the hand trajectories as action features
as described previously. At the same time, the RPCU’s lan-
guage models are trained using the Gigawords corpus from
the defined tool, objects and action sets (Table 1).

Next we invoke the RPCU’s action prediction module that
uses an EM formulation to predict the most-likely action
given the tools and action trajectories. Among the 24 video
clips, we are able to predict the correct action labels for 21
of them (87.5% accuracy). We normalize the EM output for
each label using eq. (16) to obtain PI(v|m).

Using the predicted action probability distribution and the
language model, we use RPCU’s sentence generation mod-
ule to produce descriptive sentences for each of the 24 video
clips. Sample results from each scenario are shown in Fig. 6.
We are able to generate 22 correct sentences from the 24
videos (91.6% accuracy) by comparing the ground truth core
sentence structure with each of the video’s predicted T ∗.

2http://poeticoncorpus.kyb.mpg.de/
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The observed improvement in the final accuracy of the gen-
erated sentence shows that the HMM is able to correct, given
the video detections (emissions), initially wrong action pre-
dictions thanks to the trained language models.

Figure 6: Four frames (left) from the input videos and re-
sults. (Right-upper): Sentence structure T ∗ predicted using
Viterbi and (Right-lower): Generated sentences.

Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we have proposed a crucial enhancement to
the standard Robot Perception Unit (RPU): the Robot Per-
ception Control Unit (RPCU), which 1) Combines detec-
tion results in a iterative way to improve different sources
of detection; 2) Uses language to help improve and combine
the detection results and 3) Provide a concise output in the
form a descriptive sentence. This is achieved by learning a
language model from the Gigaword corpus, formulating an
iterative EM approach to predict actions and generating a
verbal description of the video using a HMM. Experimen-
tal results over 24 videos from a subset of the POETICON
dataset shows that our approach is able to predict the asso-
ciated action and generate a descriptive sentence with high
accuracy.

The proposed RPCU has provided a viable framework
that we believe is an important step forward for robotic per-
ception to progress from simple detection based strategies of
the RPU to a real cognitive agent – one that is able to per-
ceive, reason and act accordingly to its various inputs. The
key contribution is the semantic grounding afforded by lan-
guage which our framework exploits. The proposed RPCU
is also generalizable to different detection inputs: e.g. low to
mid-level visual features or even other sensors (e.g. sonar).
A more refined language model can also be used to handle
a larger variety of inference tasks: e.g. predicting the next
likely action given something as happened. A major limi-
tation of the approach is that the set of tools, objects and
actions (the vocabulary) must be pre-defined, future work
will focus on discovering from language, the co-located set
of such tools, objects and actions via attributes. Finally, we
can also extend the language generation module to generate

even more complicated sentences that involves, for example,
adjectives and adverbs.
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